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What if you could hire people
that add to your team and stay



You don't know if you spend 
time and money on the
best-fitting candidates
for your team and organization



53% of people leave

Employee turnover costs up to

That's easily over €60,000 per hire

because of poor fit

1.5x the annual salary



independent of age, 
gender, or ethnicity

We measure candidate's
behavioral qualities 



Cultural fit
in just 5 minutes



Candidate is filmed 
from webcam

Candidate watches 
company movie

Dashboard: 
Candidate clicks
on email link to

start scan

Candidate answers 
work preference 

questionnaire

Candidate & company
receives report

How it works



Candidate

Function

Watches company video

Identify company DNA, 
hire engaged people that add to your culture

Cultural fit, company engagement, 
work culture preferences

5 minutes

What we measure?

Time

Cultural Fit Scan

Solution



Candidate

Function

Watches company video

Identify company DNA, hire 
candidates that fit or add to your 
team and organizational culture

Answers interview questions

Hire candidates that are motivated, 
confident and representative

Answers reasoning questions 
(game based)

Hire stress resilient candidates with 
the right cognitive abilities

Cultural fit, company engagement, 
work culture preferences

Motivation and confidence vs 
nervousness

Cognition score, stress resilience 
and work under pressure

5 minutes + 5 minutes + 8 minutes

What we measure?

Time

Cultural Fit Scan Speaking Cognitive Abilities

Modules



Scientifically validated behavioral measurements



Identify the best fitting candidates
Company baseline and report for candidate and recruiter



Team culture framework



Candidates love 
the experience
92% positive
8% neutral



Effortless setup
Data-driven insights candidates

Pre-select on engagement and team fitPersonalized scan, Neurolytics will do full setup

Select internal 
audience & 
participants

1

Select internal  
champion, 

recruiter(s) and 
video

2

Start testing 
employees and 

candidates

3

Engagement 
and work 

preferences 

Data-driven insight into 
employees and 

candidates

4

Select and 
engage the right 

candidates 
faster, based on 

data

Neurolytics will do full setup



Unrivaled cultural fit solution
Unbiased measurements, stimulate inclusion and diversity

Outstanding candidate experience, show your story

Improved hiring decisions: new human behavior data

Secure & GDPR compliant



Benefits
Less time needed for CV screening, intake calls, F2F 
interviews, assessments 

Anywhere, anytime 100% objective candidate screening

Increased candidate quality due to unlimited and better screening

Reduced re-hire/misfit percentage

Help recruiters spend time on the right candidates

Insights in organizational culture, talent management and team fit



www.neurolytics.ai

Start small &
roll out
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